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THE CHARLIE MUNRO QUARTET: EASTERN HORIZONS 
 
Album Review by John Clare 
 
Artists: Charlie Munro (bass clarinet, soprano sax, alto sax, tenor sax, flute, cello); 
Bob McIvor (trombone); Neville Whitehead (bass); Mark Bowden (drums, vibraharp, 
marimba, brushes).  
 
Tracks: The Islamic Suite; Arch’s Groove; Malahari Raga; David; Japanese Love 
Song; Minimum; When I Look At You; Raised Eyebrows. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 
[This review appeared in the January/February 1977 edition of Jazz Down Under.] 
 

he clear descendants of Eastern Horizons which was made in 1967, are the 
Free Kata album on Philips, Brian Brown live more than on record, and The 
Wasteland by Out To Lunch on 44 Records. Like Out To Lunch,  Charlie’s 

band has no keyboard. There are some similarities between Eddie Bronson, at the 
time he made the Free Kata record, and Charlie on tenor. Both have phenomenal 
technique, and both push their instruments for force and colour. Eddie has rather a 
darker tone. There are another two Free Kata albums due soon to come out together, 
and these are the only examples of a more extreme investigation of the areas Charlie 
Munro opened up in Australia. 
 

 
 
The trio Out To Lunch in 1975, L-R, Barry Woods (drums), John Conley (electric 
bass) and Craig Benjamin (alto saxophone): a clear descendant of Eastern 
Horizons… PHOTO COURTESY JOHN CONLEY 
 
All of these records make extensive use of modes, as pioneered by Bryce Rohde, 
Barry McKimm and others, but move into areas of free association. While the more 
recent albums have excellent writing, Charlie tends to create more elaborate 
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arrangements, and of course the pervading Eastern feeling is deliberate, while on the 
others it crops up mostly as an incidental element of improvisation. 
 
Eastern Horizons is a series of jazz arrangements and improvisations based on 
different Eastern modes. The Islamic Suite — the longest and most impressive track 
Begins with an alternation of three and four beats accelerating, over which Charlie 
plays a vaulting and soaring soprano solo which mixes Eastern and free jazz 
improvisation to tremendous effect. 
 
A glorious cello solo, groaning and buzzing with intensity, leads into the calm 
ensemble, which is based on a popular Arabic scale. Bob Mclvor takes the first solo, 
stuttering out wide interval phrases with fantastic speed and power (he is one of the 
most original trombone stylists playing anywhere in the world) while Charlie flies 
along with him on the cello in a careening Arabic dance. 
 

 
 
A recent shot of trombonist Bob McIvor: in 1977 one of the most original trombone 
stylists playing anywhere in the world…PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 
 
Charlie then enters ominously on tenor and soon McIvor rejoins him. The straight 
swinging tempo breaks up and a fierce free-form exchange ensues over Neville 
Whitehead’s ostinato bass. Drummer Mark Bowden sounds not particularly at home 
here. Charlie winds it up with staccato bowing on the cello, which gradually subsides 
into the theme again. 
 
At the other extreme dynamically is David which is a tranquil piece in a minor mode, 
featuring beautiful solos by McIvor and Munro — this time on flute. Charlie’s ability 
to develop a solo from soft lithely running swing to roaring frenzy is well displayed 
on Minimum (written by the great departed tenor player Syd Powell) and Malahari 
Raga, on which Mark Bowden’s vibe solo provides a beautiful contrast after the 
stampeding Munro and McIvor solos. 
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Charlie Munro: developing a solo from soft lithely running swing to roaring 
frenzy… PHOTO COURTESY JAZZ DOWN UNDER 
 
There is much more, which I will leave you to explore. The original sound, which was 
rather hollow and edgy, has been left alone on this reissue. Nothing much you could 
do to improve it. Its main virtue was that everything is right up front, so all the 
excitement is there. Preferable to some modern productions which bury the soloists. 
 
This remarkable recording confounds those who say that Australian contemporary 
jazz is just imitating what was done in America some years ago. Along with Bryce 
Rohde’s albums, this clearly establishes a tradition. Some, like the jazz rock groups, 
have backed away a little from the directions indicated here. Others, like Brian 
Brown and Out To Lunch have retained somewhere near the same ratio of formal 
and free elements, as well as the use of unusual metres, but have explored new 
colours and dynamic concepts. Free Kata is pushing the free elements to what must 
seem at this point in time their limits. 
 
The point is that this music has reached neither its own full potential nor its potential 
audience. To talk in the most sensationalist terms, it is still much ‘wilder’ musically 
than any rock being played. Many musicians and listeners here who think that 
they’ve been through the free thing, Chick Corea is all the go now, should 
have a good listen to this and ask themselves whether they ever really did hear it or 
begin to do it. If every musician in Australia suddenly tried to play like this, jazz 
would be dead in two months; there is no doubt of that; but if every musician 
listened openly and tried to learn something from it, then I am sure a revitalisation 
would be felt in all areas. 


